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10GEN
New York, New York
www.10gen.com
10gen is the company behind MongoDB, the leading NOSQL database. 10gen leads development, builds community, and provides commercial services for MongoDB. MongoDB is an open source document-oriented database helping tens of thousands of companies quickly and easily deliver, scale, and operate applications.

ADAPTLY
New York, New York
http://adaptly.com/jobs
Adaptly is a startup specializing in online advertising in social media. We act as a convenient one-stop shop for advertisers to serve ads across various social platforms, while also providing backend ad optimization and actionable data-driven insights for clients to help inform their campaigns and measure their impact. We also have a long (relative to our company) history of hiring techers.

ADDEPAR
Mountain View, California
www.addepar.com
Addepar is fixing finance. We’re a team of top technologists building tools and infrastructure in one of the largest and most broken markets in the world. Our early customers manage billions of dollars and we’re supported by some of the most prestigious investors in the world. In addition to building important products to fix finance, we’re focused on building an amazing company.

AEROSPACE CORP.
Los Angeles, California
As an independent, nonprofit corporation operating a federally funded research and development center (FFRDC), The Aerospace Corporation performs objective technical analyses and assessments for a variety of government, civil and commercial customers.

ALLSTON TRADING
Chicago, Illinois
Headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, Allston Trading, LLC is a premier principal trading firm that trades over 40 financial exchanges globally, and in nearly every conceivable product class. We sit at the intersection of financial strategy and high-technology; this requires us to hire the best and brightest and give them the tools and freedom they need to be successful.

ALPHONSO LABS
San Francisco, California
www.pulse.me
Meet Pulse. A beautiful application that makes reading news fun and engaging. Pulse for iPad, iPhone and Android takes your favorite websites and transforms them into a colorful and interactive mosaic. Tap on an article, and you will see a clean and elegant view of the story. Share stories to your favorite social networks and services like Facebook, Twitter, etc.

ANDREESSEN HOROWITZ
Menlo Park, California
www.a16z.com
Andreesen Horowitz is a venture capital firm that provides seed, venture and growth-stage funding to the best new technology companies. Founded by Marc Andreesen and Ben Horowitz, Andreesen Horowitz helps entrepreneurs become successful CEOs and build important and enduring companies. Among its 150 investments are Airbnb, Box, Fab, Facebook, Foursquare, Groupon, Jawbone, Lytro, and Pinterest.

APPLE INC
Cupertino, California
www.apple.com
ARETÉ ASSOCIATES  
Northridge, California  
www.arete.com  
Areté Associates is an Employee Stock Owned company working advanced science and engineering company working on first principles physical modeling; physics-based algorithms for robust detection, tracking, and identification of weak signals in heavy clutter; sensor development; and comprehensive field experiment design, execution, and evaluation.

AURIQ SYSTEMS  
Pasadena, California  
www.auriq.com  
AuriQ Systems is a leading provider of Web Analytics and Network Performance Management solutions. Founded in 1996, our goal is to help our customers gain visibility into the key performance indicators critical to the success of their business. Our products help enterprises, datacenters, and e-businesses succeed by increasing revenue and reducing operation costs.

BAKER HUGHES.COM  
Houston, Texas  
www.jobs.bakerhughes.com/graduates  
Baker Hughes serves the worldwide oil and natural gas industry with reservoir consulting and products and services for drilling, formation evaluation, completion and production. Engineers, scientists, technicians and business professionals can make their careers at Baker Hughes in research, development, manufacturing, field operations, sales, finance, IT, marketing, and human resources.

BIO-RAD LABORATORIES  
Hercules, California  
www.bio-rad.com  
Bio-Rad offers a world of career opportunities in a variety of professional disciplines. Whether your talents lie in software development, life sciences research, instrument design and engineering, chemical and instrument manufacturing, sales, technical support, or administration, you can find a place on our worldwide team and enjoy a challenging career in one of today’s most dynamic industries.

CALLFIRE  
Santa Monica, California  
www.callfire.com  
CallFire is a successful voice and SMS startup with huge growth over the last 2 years. We are looking for talented individuals to take us to the next level! Headquartered in Santa Monica, CA, CallFire is dedicated to providing high-availability systems, intuitive user interfaces, furious developer support, and unparalleled customer care in order to transform how companies do business.

CALTECH FUND  
Pasadena, California  
http://giving.caltech.edu/CF/  
The Caltech Fund Phonathon hires student callers throughout the year to reach out to alums for two important reasons: fundraising and friend-raising. The Phonathon a critical source of current-use dollars to help support campus life, student scholarships and graduate fellowships, divisions, and athletics, and it may be one of the few times an alum has a personal contact with campus.

CAPITAL FELLOWS PROGRAMS  
Sacramento, California  
www.csus.edu/calst/programs  
The Capital Fellows Programs (Assembly, Senate, Executive and Judicial Administration Fellowships) are nationally recognized public policy fellowships offering 64 college graduates unique experiences in policy-making and development with California state government.

CAREERS@SINGAPORE: CONTACT SINGAPORE  
Redwood City, California  
www.contactsingapore.sg  
Contact Singapore is a department of the Singapore Government. We engage overseas Singaporeans and global talent to work, invest and live in Singapore. Contact Singapore actively links Singapore-based employers with professionals to support the growth of our key industries. For information on working, investing and living in Singapore, please visit www.contactsingapore.sg.
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Washington, District of Columbia
The CIA is an independent U.S. Government agency whose mission is to collect, analyze, evaluate, and disseminate foreign intelligence to assist the President and senior U.S. government policymakers in making decisions relating to national security.

CYMER, INC.
San Diego, California
www.cymer.com/careers
Innovators wanted! Cymer is the leader in developing light sources used by chipmakers worldwide to pattern advanced semiconductor chips, and is pioneering new crystallization tools for the flat panel display industry. We are Leading the Light Generation.

DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Fort Lee, Virginia
http://dcmacareers.com
The Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) is the Department of Defense (DoD) component that works directly with Defense suppliers to help ensure that DoD, Federal, and allied government supplies and services are delivered on time, at projected cost, and meet all performance requirements.

DROPPBOX
San Francisco, California
www.dropbox.com
The web is a giant place, and Dropbox is working to make the gap between computers and the internet much smaller. Dropbox is working on big problems; the kind of challenges that give you bragging rights, but we’re nowhere near finished. Our greatest accomplishments are still waiting for you to build them.

ENERGENT CORPORATION
Santa Ana, California
www.energent.net
Energent Corporation engineers and manufactures turbines that make green energy from waste heat or steam.

ENVISION DIAGNOSTICS, INC.
El Segundo, California
We are a start-up with the aim of fully automating the eye exam. This automation allows eye care professionals to lower their fees and increase their patient base. By standardizing and digitizing each of the tests in the exam we also expect to greatly improve the quality of results and assessments.
EPIC
Verona, Wisconsin
www.careers.epic.com
As a worldwide leader in the development of software for healthcare organizations, Epic is driving change for an entire industry—one that affects the quality of life for everyone. Our team works with some of the nation’s most respected healthcare organizations and collaborates with the best minds in medicine.

ERLER & KALINOWSKI, INC.
Burlingame, California
www.ekiconsult.com
Erler & Kalinowski, Inc. is a small, client-focused environmental consulting firm with an established reputation for excellence. Our firm has potential opportunities for Geologists, Hydrogeologists, and junior- and senior-level Civil, Environmental and Chemical Engineers in our Burlingame (Northern California) and Pasadena (Southern California) offices.

eSOLAR
Burbank, California
www.esolar.com
eSolar designs and develops Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) projects that start at 46MW and are scalable to any size. The eSolar approach marries a low-impact, pre-fabricated design with patent-pending computer software and elegant engineering solutions to provide solar electricity ranging from 46 MW to over 500 MW.

EXponent
Menlo Park, California
www.exponent.com
Exponent’s multidisciplinary team of scientists, engineers, physicians, and regulatory consultants brings together more than 90 different disciplines to solve complicated problems facing corporations, insurers, government entities, associations and individuals. Our more than 900 staff members work in over 25 offices across the United States and abroad.

FACEBOOK
Palo Alto, California
www.facebook.com/careers/university.php
Founded in 2004, Facebook’s mission is to make the world more open and connected. People use Facebook to stay connected with friends and family, to discover what’s going on in the world, and to share and express what matters to them.

FactuAL
Los Angeles, California
www.factual.com
Factual is an open data platform for application developers that leverages large-scale data aggregation and community exchange. Our focus is on making data more accessible (i.e., cheaper, higher quality, less encumbered) for machines and developers, to drive and accelerate innovation in an unprecedented way.

FIRST QUADRANT
Pasadena, California
www.firstquadrant.com
Established in 1988, First Quadrant LP (FQ) is an innovative investment management firm specializing in dynamic asset allocation and equity strategies. Headquartered in Pasadena, California, the firm’s client base consists of institutional investors around the globe.

GOOGLE
Mountain View, California
www.google.com
Google’s mission is to organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful. Our company has packed a lot into a relatively young life. Since Google was founded in 1998, we’ve grown to serve hundreds of thousands of users and customers around the world.

Granite Services International, Inc.
Houston, Texas
www.gsinc.com
Granite is a wholly owned affiliate of the General Electric Company, and works with GE Power & Water, Oil & Gas, and Energy Management on over 2,000 projects every year.
GREEN HILLS SOFTWARE
Santa Barbara, California
www.ghs.com
Green Hills Software is the technology leader in high performance compilers, software development tools and real-time operating systems (RTOS) for developers of embedded systems. Green Hills Software was founded in 1982, is privately held, and has been profitable since its inception. Green Hills Software is now the world’s #2 RTOS company. We are based in Santa Barbara, CA.

GUARDIAN ANALYTICS
Mountain View, California
www.GuardianAnalytics.com
Guardian Analytics addresses the hottest issue facing corporations—organized cybercrime. We delivered the market’s first behavioral analytics fraud prevention solution and revolutionized the industry with a SaaS-based rapid deployment model. We’re funded by top-tier VCs and have a rapidly growing and enthusiastic customer base.

HGST, A WESTERN DIGITAL COMPANY
(formerly Hitachi GST)
San José, California
www.hgst.com
HGST, a Western Digital company, is a market leader in enterprise hard disk drives and develops advanced hard disk drives, enterprise-class solid state drives, and external storage solutions and services that are used by large and sophisticated technology companies to store, preserve and manage data. HGST storage solutions have a reputation for quality, reliability and innovation.

HYDRA-ELECTRIC COMPANY
Burbank, California
www.hydraelectric.com
Hydra-Electric Co. produces and services high performance electro-mechanical switches and sensors for pressure, temperature and liquid flow sensing. We are looking for the top engineering talent to be leaders within our organization. Please stop by our booth to speak to one of our representatives!

IJK CONTROLS
South Pasadena, California
www.ijkco.com
Founded by Caltech alum, IJK Controls is a start-up that focuses in controls and dynamics. Projects include robotics, estimation, unmanned systems with challenges for mechanical, electrical, software and especially controls experts.

IMC FINANCIAL MARKETS
Chicago, Illinois
http://imc-chicago.com
IMC financial markets is one of the world’s leading proprietary trading firms. Founded in the Netherlands in 1989, we are headquartered in Amsterdam with offices in Chicago, Sydney, and Zug. Driven by technology, our algorithmic trading and software development teams work closely together to contribute to our success as a top market maker in the world.

INTEL CORPORATION
Hillsboro, Oregon
www.intel.com/jobs/students
There is more inside at Intel. Come explore all we have to offer.

INTRULLECT
Los Alamitos, California
www.intrullect.com
Intrullect is a new kind of Artificial Intelligence technology based on a new order of Logic that allows its unique networks to connect using a new type of multifractal-like equation to create special channels of communications which naturally emerge as intelligence. We are looking for intelligently creative people. We plan to start the world’s first truly intelligent search engine.

IRIS TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Irvine, California
http://iristechnology.com
Founded in 1986, Iris Technology is the premier integrator of reliable tactical power systems for the military. Iris Technology also supports commercial and strategic space operations with electronics and electro-optic system components.
IXIA
Calabasas, California
www.ixiacom.com
Ixia helps network equipment manufacturers, carriers, and enterprises design, implement, and characterize networking devices and needs. By using its award-winning and technology-forward products and services, Ixia helps to develop the technologies that will define data communications and networking in the future. Ixia operates facilities around the globe, with many employment opportunities.

IXL LEARNING
San Mateo, California
www.ixl.com
We are an educational technology company like no other. We develop dramatically innovative products used by millions of learners, from children to adults. Our IXL product is the world’s most popular subscription-based learning site for K-12. Our other products include Quia Web, a “create-your-own” website for teachers, and Quia Books, the leading online platform for world-languages courses.

KECK GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF APPLIED LIFE SCIENCES
Claremont, California
http://aboldnewhybrid.kgi.edu
Keck Graduate Institute (KGI) is a standalone graduate institution that combines applied life sciences, bioengineering, bioethics and business management. KGI offers degree/certificate programs in: Master of Bioscience (MBS), Postdoctoral Professional Masters (PPM), PhD in Applied Life Sciences or Computational Biology, Post-baccalaureate Premedical Certificate, etc.

LAB126
Cupertino, California
www.lab126.com
Lab126 is an inventive research and development company that designs and engineers high-profile, portable, hand-held consumer electronics products. The products which Lab126 designs and engineers are easy-to-use and offer users benefits that are only made possible through tightly integrated digital technologies and wireless connectivity.

LAM RESEARCH
Fremont, California
www.lamrc.com
Lam Research Corporation is a major supplier of wafer fabrication equipment and services to the worldwide semiconductor industry, where we have been advancing semiconductor manufacturing for more than 30 years. Lam’s recent merger with Novellus Systems, Inc. has created a broad portfolio of complementary product capabilities.

LASERFICHE
Long Beach, California
www.laserfiche.com
Since 1987, Laserfiche® has used its Run Smarter® philosophy to create simple and elegant enterprise content management (ECM) solutions. More than 30,000 organizations worldwide—including federal, state and local government agencies and Fortune 1000 companies—use Laserfiche software to streamline document, records and business process management.

LINKEDIN
Mountain View, California
www.linkedin.com
LinkedIn takes your professional network online, giving you access to people, jobs and opportunities like never before. Built upon trusted connections and relationships, LinkedIn has established the world’s largest and most powerful professional network. Currently, more than 160 million professionals are on LinkedIn, including executives from all five hundred of the Fortune 500 companies.
LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER
Los Angeles, California
www.ladwp.com
The L.A. Department of Water and Power is the nation’s largest municipally-owned utility, employing over 9,000 people throughout greater Los Angeles and the Owens Valley. LADWP engineers typically work on projects in power generation, power distribution and transmission, information technology, system protection, energy efficiency, alternate power sources, and water distribution/quality/resources.

MALACHIARTS
Los Angeles, California
www.malachiarts.com
Malachiarts is a young and growing technology consultancy based in Los Angeles. From our offices in Koreatown, we coordinate a nationwide group of like-minded hackers that enjoy building custom applications and solving problems in Unix environments.

MEDTRONIC, INC. - DIABETES
Northridge, California
www.medtronic.com
For more than 25 years, Medtronic has been helping people with diabetes manage their glucose levels and live longer, healthier lives. We are committed to ongoing breakthrough developments in leading-edge technology, unrivaled service and support, and uncompromising leadership.

MERAKI
San Francisco, California
www.meraki.com
Meraki is a networking systems start-up located in the hip, sunny Mission District of San Francisco. Our cloud-hosted controller architecture provides centralized management and security through an intuitive web UI. We’re a fun company to work for if you don’t mind free food + beer, flexible hours, Nyan Cat greeting you on the Intranet, and most importantly: a small dev team.

MICROSOFT CORPORATION
Redmond, Washington
At Microsoft, amazing things happen every day. Brilliant, innovative and game-changing technology is why we exist today. Microsoft is a destination for the most forward-thinking minds in the industry. It’s a place for dreamers. The die-hards. The innovators. Amazing people just like you—people who want to be what’s next. Come as you are. Do what you love.

MIT LINCOLN LABORATORY
Lexington, Massachusetts
Lincoln Laboratory’s mission is to apply science and advanced technology to critical problems of national security. A Department of Defense federally funded research and development center, the Laboratory’s emphasis is building prototypes and demonstrating operation systems under live test conditions that meet real-world requirements. Candidates will have the opportunity to engage in research.

MOAT
Manhattan, New York
www.moat.com
Moat is an NYC based Saas company building disruptive and innovative software products for some of the world’s largest brands and premium publishers. Moat was founded by Jonah Goodhart, Noah Goodhart, and Mike Walrath. All three helped found Right Media which sold to Yahoo! in 2007.

MORSE PROJECT INC.
San Francisco, California
Morse Project, Inc. is a technology startup located in downtown San Francisco. We’re working on a range of consumer products which will help to change the way people interact with technology.
MRV OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS - BOSTON DIVISION, INC.
Chelmsford, Massachusetts
www.mrv.com
The Optical Communications Systems division of MRV Communications is a global provider of Carrier Ethernet, WDM transport and infrastructure management solutions since 1988. MRV products enable the delivery of next-generation optical transport and Carrier Ethernet services over any fiber infrastructure. We hire hardware and software Engineers.

NAVAIR
China Lake, California
www.navair.navy.mil
The Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) serves the nation and the Navy by providing advanced warfare technologies. This team researches, designs, develops and tests aeronautical and aeronautical-related systems. NAVAIR’s products include state-of-the-art sensors, aircraft, weapons, training, launch and recovery equipment and communications technologies.

NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT LOS ANGELES
El Segundo, California
www.navy.com
The Navy Civil Engineer Corps (CEC) scholarship program, earn salary and potential allowances up to $113,100. And a guaranteed career as an Officer with one of the world’s most dynamic employers: America’s Navy. Where you’ll user your leadership and expertise to build a better world—and a career!

NETSUITE
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada - Non-U.S.
www.netsuite.com
NetSuite is the world’s leading provider of cloud-based business management software. NetSuite helps companies manage core business processes with a single, fully integrated system covering ERP/financials, CRM, ecommerce, inventory and more.

NIAGARA BOTTLING
Ontario, California
www.niagarawater.com
Niagara Bottling has been family owned and operated since 1963. We operate the most eco-friendly and highest speed bottling lines in the world. Our ongoing commitments to our people, technology and customer service are the keys to our success. We work closely with the largest retail organizations in the world as well as an outstanding collection of world class suppliers. We play hard and work hard.

NVIDIA
Santa Clara, California
www.nvidia.com/university
NVIDIA is the world leader in visual computing technologies and the inventor of the GPU, a high-performance processor which generates breathtaking, interactive graphics on workstations, personal computers, game consoles, and mobile devices.

ONEWEST BANK
Pasadena, California
www.owb.com
OneWest has 75 retail branches conveniently located throughout Southern California to serve consumers and businesses, small and large. With total assets of over $24 billion and over $14 billion in deposits, OneWest has the size and strength to offer a wide array of banking products and services including personal and business banking solutions, jumbo mortgages, and investment advisory products.

OPENX
Pasadena, California
http://openx.org
If you’re interested in working for a dynamic, fast-growing Internet company with a world-class leadership team backed by the industry’s preeminent venture capitalists, OpenX may be the place for you. We’re focused on disrupting the online advertising market on behalf of publishers around the globe and have become one of the leading providers of digital advertising technology.
ORACLE
Redwood Shores, California
www.oracle.com
Oracle provides the world's most complete, open, and integrated business software and hardware systems. With more than 370,000 customers in over 145 countries around the globe, Oracle technology can be found in nearly every industry. They use the most advanced technology to design Oracle's strategic software and hardware solutions.

OSISOFT
San Leandro, California
www.osisoft.com
OSIsoft (www.osisoft.com) delivers the PI System, the industry standard in enterprise infrastructure, for management of time series data and events. OSIsoft has a global base of more than 14,000 installations across manufacturing, energy, utilities, life sciences, data centers and process industries. At OSIsoft, we value education, training, diversity and sharing ideas. We are passionate about our work and want to share that passion with you.

PALANTIR TECHNOLOGIES
Palo Alto, California
www.palantir.com
Palantir is inspired by a simple idea—that with the right technology and enough data, people can still solve hard problems and change the world for the better. For organizations addressing many of today's most critical challenges, the necessary information is already out there, waiting to be understood. We build technology that allows people to make sense of this data to help their missions succeed.

PIVOTAL LABS
San Francisco, California
www.pivotallabs.com
For over twenty years, Pivotal Labs has been at the forefront of software development, developing new approaches and defining industry best practices. Pivotal was one of the first companies to recognize the importance of and develop technical expertise in technologies like Java, Ruby, Rails, and modern smartphone platforms.

PRAEDICAT, INC.
Culver City, California
www.praedicat.com
Praedicat is a startup improving the management of liability catastrophe risk. Liability cat events have led to billions of dollars of loss and millions of injuries and deaths. Praedicat is writing software to process, aggregate and model big data so insurers can choose and manage risks rather than be surprised by them. We seek to use the market to make the world cleaner, healthier, and safer.

QUORA
Palo Alto, California
www.quora.com
Quora connects you to everything you want to know about. Quora aims to be the easiest place to write new content and share content from the web. We organize people and their interests so you can find, collect and share the information most valuable to you.

ROCKMELT
Mountain View, California
www.rockmelt.com
Founded by Eric Vishria (CEO) and Tim Howes (CTO) based on the observation that the way we all use the web has changed dramatically while web browsers have not, Rockmelt is re-imagining what browsing the web should be: mobile, visual, social, and personalized. We just released our first mobile version, Rockmelt for iPad, to rave reviews.

SCHLUMBERGER
Sugar Land, Texas
www.slb.com
Schlumberger Limited (NYSE:SLB) is the leading oilfield services company for customers working in the international oil and gas industry. We are committed to excellence in technical innovation, teamwork and creating value for our customers, our shareholders and our employees.
SCOT FORGE COMPANY
Spring Grove, Illinois
www.scotforge.com
Scot Forge is a 100% employee-owned manufacturer of custom open die and rolled ring forgings. Started as a small hammer shop in Chicago, IL in 1893, Scot Forge has over 100 years of experience, leading the industry as one of the most modern and respected forging companies in the world. Operating with over 1,000,000 square feet of manufacturing space in five plants.

SIFT SCIENCE
San Francisco, California
www.siftscience.com
Sift Science helps sites protect themselves from malicious users, such as fraudsters, spammers, or scammers, by using machine learning to predict when a user will result in a ban or chargeback. Sift Science is a tight-knit team of hackers with a passion for data. The team includes four ex-Google tech leads, two former CTOs, and two PhDs.

SONY NETWORK ENTERTAINMENT
San Diego, California
www.sony.com/SCA/jobs.shtml
Sony Network Entertainment International LLC (SNEI), a subsidiary of Sony Corporation of America, is the premier provider of digital entertainment. SNEI offers the latest and highest quality music, video, and game content through Sony Entertainment Network as well as PlayStation Network while also delivering third-party services.

SPIRAL GALAXY STUDIO
Culver City, California
www.spiralgalaxy.net
Spiral Galaxy Studio is hiring! We are a growing mobile game development start-up based in Culver City focusing on new technologies and games. Join our team of artists and developers!

SUMITOMO ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES
San José, California
http://global-sei.com
Since the founding in 1897, the Sumitomo Electric Group has developed and delivered industry leading technologies and products through innovative R&D activities. The Sumitomo Electric Group provides superb products and services in five core business segments: Automotive, Information & Communications, Electronics, Electric Wire & Cable, Energy and Industrial Materials.

SUPPLYFRAME, INC.
Pasadena, California
www.supplyframe.com
SupplyFrame is a profitable Internet software company creating state-of-the-art, cloud-based products in the areas of search, advertising, and productivity. SupplyFrame products support over five million electronics professionals each month around the world. Millions of engineers count on our services to research, locate, and purchase parts.

SYNAPTICS
Santa Clara, California
www.synaptics.com
Synaptics is the leading worldwide developer of user interface solutions for mobile computing, communications and entertainment devices. Our mission is to enrich the interaction between users and their intelligent devices.

SYNOPSYS, INC.
Pasadena, California
www.synopsys.com
Synopsys Optical Solutions Group, formerly Optical Research Associates, is one of the world’s leading developers of optical design and analysis tools, with CODE V imaging design software and LightTools illumination design software.
TapBlaze is a profitable mobile gaming company that makes the highest quality casual/social games and is located in Los Angeles. Our games have been downloaded by millions. Our vision is to build an enduring franchise that gamers will still be excited about a decade from now. We are aggressively creating new games and looking for passionate developers to help turn our ideas into reality.

Teach For America is the national corps of outstanding recent college graduates, graduate students, and professionals—of all academic majors and career backgrounds—who commit two years to teach in urban and rural public schools. Our corps members become lifelong leaders in the effort to make a great education, and the opportunities that come with it, a reality for all students.

Scout Advertising, a division of Telenav, is a hyper-local, mobile-based advertising company. We offer a buying platform that allows our advertising partners to target users based upon location and contextual/situational. We’re doing Big Data, massively distributed system, low latency bidding algorithms and more. Big challenges. Great collegiate atmosphere. Ping-pong & Halo every day.

Theranos is a healthcare systems company. By revolutionizing the way we collect, analyze and communicate health information, we are transforming the way therapies and health-related information are developed and delivered to consumers. By empowering providers, physicians, patients, and consumers with better health information, we have created an integrated infrastructure for real-time testing.

TripAdvisor® is the world’s largest travel site, enabling travelers to plan and have the perfect trip. TripAdvisor offers trusted advice from real travelers and a wide variety of travel choices and planning features with seamless links to booking tools. TripAdvisor branded sites make up the largest travel community in the world, with more than 60 million unique monthly visitors.

The UCLA Anderson School of Management offers degree programs at the PhD, MBA and MFE levels.

Founded in 1971, Western Asset is a SEC-registered investment advisor which specializes in fixed-income management for institutional investors. The firm manages approximately $450 billion of investment assets and operates a seamless global investment enterprise that is firmly committed to building long-term client relationships.
WINTON CAPITAL
Hong Kong, Non-U.S.
www.wintoncapital.com
Winton was established in 1997 by physicist and investment manager David Harding. The company is research-led, using financial mathematics, scientific research and analysis techniques to develop proprietary systematic trading systems for the international asset markets. We are currently looking to recruit for researchers to be based in Hong Kong.

YTM
Los Angeles, California
www.weareytm.com
We create an optimized social video presence for brands on YouTube. We can make any video go viral, build an engaged subscriber base with our comprehensive channel management strategy, and leverage social influencers to drive organic traffic to videos. We focus on finding a video’s ideal audience and increasing engaged viewers, subscribers, fans, and followers to develop owned media over time.